Introducing

SEVEN

WHO WE ARE

Chiptech's latest digital dispersed alarm unit
with 4G connectivity and enhanced safety
features.

Chiptech is a privately owned assistive
technology provider with over 20 years
of experience in the industry and a
person-centred approach to everything
we do. We are at the forefront of the
digital transformation in assistive
technology with over 20,000 digital
devices out in the field in the UK and over
250,000 globally.

SEVEN
SEVEN is a 4G digital base unit with
voice-guided installation, exceptional
pendant range and personal safety
features focussed on keeping people
safely independent within their own
homes.

CHIPTECH GO
Chiptech GO is a digital GPS Speech
pendant with fall detector. GO
encourages you to have more
independence in day-to-day activities,
both at home and out and about. GO also
connects to SEVEN for an elegant one
pendant solution.

Learn more:

www.chiptech.uk

01524 544 427

support@chiptech.uk

SEVEN

4G digital base unit with advanced safety features
and person-centred innovations

4G

4G Roaming Connectivity

Audio Assisted Installation

Roaming SIMs and advanced algorithms to give
best in class connectivity

Voice-guided install process for governance and
guidance. Multiple language options are available

Test Pendant Function

Setup and Branding

A configurable periodic pendant test system to
encourage service user testing

Initial configuration and testing completed alongside
branding free of charge

Daily Check Button

Peripheral Heartbeats

Simple button press to check in and confirm
wellbeing - "I'm OK"

Heartbeat technology extended to peripherals to
ensure 'always-on'

Configurable Reminders

Notifications

Daily reminders to assist with routine management
and independent living

Can be triggered remotely to notify end users about
emergency events

300m Pendant Range

Remote Updates

Industry leading peripheral range ensures that an
alarm can be raised from anywhere in the home and
garden

For updates, remote connection is available through
SmartCare Cloud and Chiptech Wizard Remote Connect

SmartCare Response App

WiFi/Ethernet & Dual SIM Options

Custom application for local monitoring of alarms by
friends and family. A digital alternative to warden call
systems

For ultimate connectivity and redundancy communication
paths, WiFi/Ethernet and a unique dual SIM build are
available

Monitoring Centre Compatibility
Digital Compatability - Jontek, UMO, Sentinel, Monitorsoft, Appello Carenet, Chubb, Patriot Systems, SkyResponse, Tunstall GO
available on PNC. Hybrid GO can be offered on all systems, both analogue and digital.
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